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Introduction 

Outline: Agent Based Modeling, Scalability. Communication templates, Dry Schemas. 

Dry Schemas (DSs) was developed with the aim of support agent based modelers, especially 

RePast 3 [1] [P1] users to easily write distributed/parallelized simulations. We believe that 

writing a distributed model using one of our DSs is technically as easy as writing a standard 

sequential model using pure RePast. Of course, there are some limitations due to the 

distributed architecture. 

The aim for writing parallel models is simple: we’ve run out of a single computer’s 

performance. We need to run bigger models (scalability), and run it faster if possible. 

Our approach is based on the idea that instead of creating individual parallel solutions for 

every single Agent Based Model (ABM), we developed general solutions for the most 

common cases. We developed a classification of ABMs based on their internal 

communication topology, as the agents’ interactions are the most crucial point of 

parallelization (See Figure 1.) We believe that our Schemas cover most of the scenarios. We 

also believe that a standard RePast user – after identifying the model’s communication 

topology – easily can choose an associated dry schema to it, and write the distributed model 

filling just a little, model-specific code into our Dry Schemas1. The code-snippets responsible 

for the parallel run are completely transparent for the user. 

The technology we are using to implement and hide the parallel-programming details called 

ProActive [4][P2]. With the proper use of the ProActive Java library, objects can be deployed 

at different, remote computers and can behave if they were within the same JVM (Java 

Virtual Machine). They communicate via remote function calls. (In the good case, the 

modeler/developer shouldn’t know it was a remote call, or where was the objects 

instantiated physically.) 

 

1 - Classification of ABMs. 

                                                      
1
 Read more on dry Schemas, ABM communication templates, scalability in [2],[3]. 
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In this document, we explain the use of the Static Network Dry Schema (StatNet DS). This 

schema should be chosen if the ABM has a network-like communication topology which 

doesn’t change as time goes. Practically the agents are the nodes of a static network. (For 

example sociological or economic models where agents are organized in a social network, or 

biological simulations with food-web, etc. the range of possible StatNet DS simulation is 

wide.) 

In the following chapters we describe how to develop a distributed, agent based model using 

the StatNet DS, and how to run it in a test environment. (For run  your model it in a real, 

prepared cluster, please read the cluster setup documentation[8].) The StatNet DS also 

provides some extra features like generation of some common, natural network types, help 

for random number management etc. These are mostly described in the section titled 

„Advanced Techniques”. 

We presume you have a very basic knowledge of java programming. Even better if you are a 

RePast modeler, so you are familiar with simple, RePast-style, sequential modeling (i.e.: 

inherit from SimpleModel class, develop an Agent class, etc.). 

Following chapters: 

 Basics 

 The first StatNet model 

 Advanced Techniques 

 Tools at hand: sum up table 

 Test run 

Basics 

Outline: Basic concept, basic rules. How to write 4 or 5 Java classes your model will consists 

of. 

In practice, Static Network Dry Schema – as every Dry Schema – consists of pre-written 

pieces of Java code, including all the difficult-to-handle parallel code details, realized as 

abstract Java classes. 

So, similar to RePast modeling, you only have to develop several Java classes, inherit from 

predefined ones, and „fill them” with only simulation-specific code.  

For running a simulation in GUI mode, only 3 abstract class need to be extended, and 1 

interface need to be implemented. If you planning not just monitor but also study your 

model (run the simulation several times) we need a Batch model, so +1 class. See the 1st 

table. 
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Name of the abstract 

class (interface) 

Description. How to extend (implement). obligatory functions to 

implement 

NodeOfWorker 

 

The agent class should extend this class. The 

state-transition functions should be defined in 

their step() methods. Agents only can read 

their neighbors’ state and model parameters. 

init(), step(). 

StateInterface  Implementing this interface the state of the 

agent can be defined. Practically: a bunch of 

variables. (Don’t include functions to your state 

class.) Every agent will have an own instance of 

this class. 

None. A so called 

marker-interface. 

StatNetWorker 

 

However, we should extend this class, at basic 

level handle it as a black box. 

(Helps to handle random numbers, delegates 

model parameters to the agents) 

getInitNode, 

init() 

AbstractModelGUI 

 

Extending this class you can write a GUI model 

similar to RePast. Controlling model parameters 

from a GUI surface, collecting data, display 

charts, display the network itself. The entry 

point of the simulation is here. Here you should 

explicitly define your network also. 

getInitWorker, 

getEdgeListNetwork, 

defineRandomClusteri

ngSeed, 

getDrawTypeOfAgent 

AbstractModelBatch 

 

Extending this class you can write a Batch 

model similar to RePast. Controlling model 

parameters from a parameter file, collecting 

data. The entry point of the simulation is here. 

Here you should explicitly define your network 

also. 

getInitWorker, 

getEdgeListNetwork, 

defineRandomClusteri

ngSeed 

1 - The abstract classes (interfaces) the user should extend (implement) developing a StatNet DS based distributed model. 

Both the agent and the worker class have its init function: it is the designated place for the 

user to insert code-snippets for initializing the object. This supposed to use instead of the 

constructor. For example here an agent know his ID  (getID() method) associated with its 

position in the network. (Calling getID() from constructor always results -1.) 

The getInitNode() and getInitWorker()methods are for explaining our user types to the 

system (so they can instantiate our objects in the background automatically).  The 

implementation of getInitNode for example, usually consists of 1 line code like „return 
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new MyAgent()”. 

Implementing getEdgeListNetwork() we have to return the interaction topology  network 

in a so called edge-list format. In the getDrawTypeOfAgent() function we should provide 

some drawing information of our agents (only in GUI mode). DefineRandomClusteringSeed 

is to initialize/control the random behavior of one of our system components. At this level we 

don’t care much about: set it to 1 for example. 

Example implementations of all these functions can be found in the next chapter titled „The 

First StatNet model”. 

Main Rules, main techniques 

We believe that writing a distributed, StatNet DS based model is technically as easy as 

writing a standard, sequential ABM using only pure RePast. However, it is still a distributed 

system, so there are some simple limitations we should emphasize, and some basic 

techniques you should aware of. 

1. There is no such a thing like „global knowledge” or „global variable”. Agents are only 

able to read their neighbors’ states, and the model parameters. See next 2 points. 

2. To read neighbors states from an agent call getWorker(). 

getNeighborStates(this) then convert the elements of the resulting array to your 

own state class. 

3. Read a (for example integer) model parameter from an agent: int i = 

getWorker().getIntMasterParameter(nameString).  

4. Think about the state of the agents as they were a collection of its public variables. 

Public means here: only these will be visible for other agents, the model (collecting 

data) etc. 

5. Don’t forget to manually change the agent’s state as at the end of your step() 

function. See next chapter (titled „The first StatNet model”) for an example. 

6. Don’t use static methods or variables defining your worker or agent class, they may 

not work. 

The first StatNet Model – TinyModel 

Outline: A simple GUI model. Example definition of the 4 Java classes. 

In this chapter, we are studying a very simple GUI simulation class-by-class. We present all 

the source-code for the 4 classes and some description. We believe this is one of the 

simplest working model, and has no benefit except you learn how to develop a distributed 
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model using the StatNet DS. Overview (what is the model doing): 

 Agents randomly initialized with 0 or 1 in their states. 

 In every turn agents read their neighbor states and write it out to the console 

(Std.out). Then change their own states2 from 1 to 0, or from 0 to 1. 

MyState (implements StateInterface) 

The MyState class is responsible for determining the available states of the agents. 

Practically: a state is a collection of agent’s public variables. Include every data here you want 

to be visible to other agents or the master. Don’t include functions, except constructors, 

getters and setters. In our case the MyState class may only consist of one integer field 

(value), and the appropriate ”getters” and “setters” (setValue, getValue). 

package hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.demo.mytinymodel; 

import hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.core.StateInterface; 

public class MyState implements StateInterface{ 

 private int value = 0; 

 public MyState (int value) { 

  this.value = value; 

 } 

 public int getValue() { return value;} 

 public void setValue(int value) { this.value = value; } 

}  

MyAgent (extends NodeOfWorker) 

The agent itself with two obligatory overrides: init() and step(). 

In init() – following the idea given above –  we randomly initialize the agents with 1 or 0 in 

their state’s value. Every agent has a state naturally, we can manipulate it with the 

setState() and getState() methods. 

In step() first we write out the ID. An ID of an agent is globally unique, and can be 

associated with the place of it in the global communication toplogy network. (In edgelist 

representation this „place” will be an integer, see MyMasterGUI class, getEdgeListNetwork 

function). Then we retrieve the array of our neighbors states calling 

getWorker().getNeighborStates(this) and write them out. Remarkable, that the 

getState() method doesn’t know what agent state we await, so we need to convert it to 

MyState before access it’s getValue function. Then we set the own state of the agent to 1 if 

it was 0 and vice versa. (Don’t forget to set your agents’ new state, at the end of the step() 

function!) 

                                                      
2
 They don’t depend on the states they have read from their neighbors. In the case they do, the modeler need 

to use a technique called „double-buffering” (for synchronous ABMs), and it results in a bit more sophisticated 
program code. As we wanted to keep our example as simple as possible, we decided not to present the 
technique. 

MyState 
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As in the real case agents can be on several remote computers, writing out to “console” using 

System.out.println needs data stream redirecting and may significantly slow down your 

simulation. Only use System.out.println for testing purposes in your agents and workers! 

From this point of view TinyModel is not a good example. 

package hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.demo.mytinymodel; 

import hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.core.NodeOfWorker; 

import hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.core.StateInterface; 

public class MyAgent extends NodeOfWorker{ 

 @Override 

 public void init() { 

  if (Math.random()<0.5) setState(new MyState(1)); 

  else setState(new MyState(0)); 

 } 

@Override 

 public void step() {   

  System.out.println("I'm agent " + getID()); 

   

  //Retrieve and write out neighbors states 

  System.out.print("Neighbors states: "); 

  for (StateInterface state: 

            getWorker().getNeighborStates(this)){ 

   int value = ((MyState)state).getValue(); 

   System.out.print(value + ", "); 

  } 

      System.out.println 

   

  //Save my own new state 

  if ( ((MyState)getState()).getValue() == 0){ 

   setState(new MyState(1)); 

  } else setState(new MyState(0)); 

 } 

} 

MyWorker (extends StatNetWorker) 

This is the most simple worker class we can write. The init() function is empty, and in 

getInitNode() we must return a new instance of our agent class (every agent instantiated 

through this function in the background). 

In getInitNode the integer parameter „i” means the ID of the agent (refers to the place of 

the agent in the communication topology network). So we are able to instantiate different 

kind of agents based on this ID. We even able to instantiate different agent classes here, of 

course every own agent class must extend the NodeOfWorker class. 

package hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.demo.mytinymodel; 

import hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.core.NodeOfWorker; 

import hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.core.StatNetWorker; 

 

public class MyWorker extends StatNetWorker{ 

      @Override 

 public NodeOfWorker getInitNode(int i) { 

  return new MyAgent(); 

 } 

MyAgent 

MyWorker 
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 @Override 

 public void init() { 

 } 

} 

MyMasterGUI (extends AbstractModelGUI) 

This is the main class, similar to defining a GUI model in RePast. 4 Obligatory overrides, an 

additional setup() override, and the main function. Running your model this class will 

provide a special RePast display of your network and agents. You can also create charts, use 

the GUI surface to control model parameters just like in RePast3. 

The getInitWorker() is similar to the getInitNode() defined at the worker. We simply 

return with a new object of MyWorker type using the default constructor. 

In the getEdgeListNetwork method you have to specify your 

interaction topology network explicitly, in a so called edge-list format. 

Formally, this is an array of integers where the first integer indicates the 

number of nodes in the network. The following integers can be viewed 

as pairs, and they mean links between the nodes. We define a 3X3 

lattice here. 

In getDrawTypeOfAgent, you are asked for define the draw-type of an agent where the ID of 

the agent is given. The draw-type is an integer in range [0..15]. It can be associated with the 

color of the agent regarding to our built in color map [blue, yellow, red, pink, light gray, gray, 

cian, orange, dark gray, green, white, magenta, light blue, light green, purple, sky blue]. 

Usually the draw-type of the agent depends only on the agent’s state. We can retrieve the 

states of the agents from the master using the built in agentList arrayList, the keys are the 

IDs. The agentList can be used only in GUI mode and may contain a bit deprecated 

information about states! (See GUI_update variable at setup() definition below). 

We simply return with 1 at defineRandomClusteringSeed(), this time. For more 

explanation see the „Advanced Tecniques” chapter. 

Setup() is not an obligatory override, but gainful if you need to run some part of your code, 

before the whole simulation model begins. (This is the usual place to handle model 

parameters as well). We set the GUI_update variable here to 1. This means we want to 

refresh the agentList with states, and display the appropriate colors in every turn. As 

collecting states is a very communication-intensive step, GUI_update can be viewed as a 

parameter for balancing between monitoring needs and faster execution. 

The main function calls a helper called startStatNetGUI (especially designed to shorten 

                                                      
3
 As we want to keep the class definition simple, we haven’t used model parameters this time. Modell 

parameters are important because these are the only data agents able to read from the model. More on model 
parameters at „Advanced Use” chapter. 
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main functions4). We presume that we get a ProActive descriptor file as the first argument, 

describing the topology of the underlying computer cluster. 

Our first StatNet DS based model is ready for running. For more information about ProActive 

descriptors, and for testing the TinyModel see the „Test-run” chapter!  

package hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.demo.mytinymodel; 

import hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.core.AbstractModelGUI; 

import hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.core.DrawableNodeOfMaster; 

import hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.core.StatNetWorker; 

public class MyMasterGUI extends AbstractModelGUI{ 

 @Override 

 public StatNetWorker getInitWorker() { 

  return new MyWorker(); 

 } 

 @Override 

 public int[] getEdgeListNetwork() { 

  int[] ret = {9, 0,1, 1,2, 2,5, 

        5,8, 8,7, 7,6, 

        6,3, 3,0, 4,1, 

        4,3, 4,5, 4,7}; 

  return ret; 

 } 

 @Override 

 public int getDrawTypeOfAgent(int ID) { 

   return((MyState)     

              ((DrawableNodeOfMaster)agentList.get(ID)).getState()) 

              .getValue(); 

 } 

@Override 

 public int defineRandomClusteringSeed() { 

  return 1; 

 } 

 @Override 

 public void setup(){ 

  super.setup(); 

  this.GUI_update = 1; 

 } 

 public static void main(String[] args) { 

  System.out.println("Starting TinyModel with GUI"); 

  startStatNetGUI(new MyMasterGUI(),args); 

 } 

} 

 

Advanced Techniques 

This section is for advanced modelers, who have already understand and run the TinyModel 

at least on a local computer (see “Basics” and ”Test-run” chapters). 

For writing real, more sophisticated models, you may also benefit from a little look into our 

system architecture. We are also share several advanced techniques (1-6) you can speed up 

your execution or development time with. 

                                                      
4
 This one calls the standard RePast GUI model instantiation in the background using the SimInit class. 
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0. Technological overview 

As one may figure out from the names of the extendable abstract classes, the StatNet DS has 

a master-worker architecture. The master is responsible for holding the model, deal with 

model parameters, start and keep controlling the workers in every simulation step. In our 

system, every worker is in a different JVM (Java Virtual Machine), and every JVM is 

associated with a single processor of a computer from the computer cluster. So, the number 

of workers is equal to the number of processors you have in your cluster (see 2nd Figure 

below). The topology of the underlying computer cluster (host names and processor counts) 

is described in a so called ProActive descriptor file (for one example see the „Test-run” 

chapter). 

Every worker holds a partition of the agent-network. To efficiently cut the network into 

pieces is hard, and strongly influences the performance. At default StatNet DS use its own, 

new, heuristic partitioning algorithm for this task. (It can be replaced by a custom algorithm 

see Advanced techniques 6). 

In every simulation step, master calls workers’ step parallelly, and workers call agents’ step 

sequentially. As we already mentioned, agents can retrieve states of their neighbors, possibly 

placed on another worker. So worker’s step need network communication. In our system all 

the information (states of remote agent) need by a worker (partition) is gathered before the 

agents start to step. Then workers are working parallel in every step, but wait for each other 

(synchronized by the master). 

If we talking about network communication, it means communication of agents’ states, most 

of the times. So keep the State class as simple as possible. 

At last let us sum again, what can an agent depend on, in its step() function (see Figure 3), 

then we describe some useful advanced modeling techniques in next chapters. 

2 - The master-worker achitecture 
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1. Generate edge-list network, or read it from Pajek file 

For implementing the getEdgeListNetwork method of any of your masters, there is a nice 

tool at hand: the NetworkGenerator class in hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.tools package. 

With the help of it, you can generate several widely used network types or read your own 

network from a Pajek [5][P3]  file. They will be in edge-list format, so you should simple 

return with it at getEdgeListNetwork. You can generate 2D Lattice, Erdős-Rényi random 

network [6], scalefree network [7], and a previously clustered network where there are some 

strongly connected groups in the graph (see Figure 4.)  

Generating these networks, the overall number of nodes is everywhere an input parameter 

(size).5 Some networks are using the epn parameter which means: the number of edge per 

node (approximately). Comp means the number of cluster cs means the size of the basic 

„seed” at the early phase of scale-free network generation. See the example codes below: 

import hu.aitia.qcg.statnetds.tools.NetworkGenerator; 

//(...) 

int[] net; // edge-list network 

net = EdgeListNeworkGenerator.FromPajekNetFile(fileName); 

net = EdgeListNeworkGenerator.GenerateLattice2D(size); 

net = EdgeListNeworkGenerator.GenerateRandomNetwork(size,epn); 

                                                      
5
 The Lattice 2D is square-like, so the given size may be truncated to the nearest square number. 

4 – Different network types ready to generate, and their partitioning using our built in algorithm 

3 - The agent’s perspective. What can I see? Neighbor states and model 
parameters can be reached through the worker. 
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net = EdgeListNeworkGenerator.GenerateScaleFreeNetwork(size,epn,cs); 

net = EdgeListNeworkGenerator.GenerateClusteredNetwork(size,comp); 

2. Model parameters 

Model parameters are variables of the master, that can be controlled via the RePast GUI 

interface, or a parameter file (Batch models)6. They can be read by the agents during the 

simulation as well, so they may play a main role in your study. Typical model parameters: 

number of agents (network size), different constant limits of agents behavior etc. 

To make a variable a model parameter, write appropriate getter, and setter to it, then put the 

name of it to the params array at the master usually at setup(). Example master code with 2 

model parameters: 

//code in your master 

public int networkSize; 

public int someOtherParameter; 

 

@Override 

public void setup(){ 

 super.setup(); 

params = new String[] { "networkSize", "someOtherParameter"}; 

} 

 

public int getNetworkSize() { return networkSize; } 

public void setNetworkSize(int networkSize) { this.networkSize = 

networkSize; } 

//then similarl getters and setters for „someOtherParameter” 

To reach these parameters from agents use the getIntMasterParameter function of the 

worker (every agent can reach its worker). For other parameter types use 

getDoubleMasteParameter, getFloatMasteParameter, getStringMasteParameter 

respectively or call getMasterParameter it will return you an Object. Example: read 

networkSize from an agent: 

//code in your agent 

getWorker().getIntMasterParameter("newtorkSize"); 

3. Batch simulations 

As in standard RePast, you are able to run several instances of your simulation interface 

without GUI, where model parameters controlled from a special formatted parameter file: 

you are able to run your simulation in Batch mode. In our system it may significantly speed 

up your simulation as collecting data for monitoring the network globally is very 

communication intensive, therefore slow. 

To write a Batch simulation the AbstractModelBatch class should be extended  instead of 

                                                      
6
 The RePast GUI interface appears every time you run your GUI model. The RePast parameter file is a specially 

formatted text file containing the different model-parameter combinations for Batch run. See more in [P3] 
website. 
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AbstractModelGUI. You can copy and paste all the GUI code except sections regarding to 

drawing. One important difference: you cannot use the agentList to retrieve agent states 

because agent states “aren’t really there”. You should collect them „manually”, calling the 

getAgentStates function  if you want to make statistics. As this is the critical step that is 

very communication intensive and was automatic in the GUI mode,we advice you to collect 

data (states) just at the end of every simulation. Override the atEnd function of the master 

for this purpose. You can use standard RePast recorders for record results to output files. For 

how to use repast recorders or parameter files see the RePast3 webpage [P3] Example: 

//code in your Batch master 

@Override 

public void atEnd(){ 

  super.atEnd(); 

  Hashtable<Integer,StateInterface> states = this.getAgentStates(); 

  //calculate statisctics depend on the states 

  recorder.record(); 

  recorder.writeToFile(); 

} 

4. For RePast modellers 

All the master classes you use derives from the SimpleModel class of the RePast, so almost 

all the well-known techniques usable here like data recorders, real-time charting tools, the 

atEnd function etc. But it is still a distributed system, so the differences: 

 As agents exists on remote computers, so the agentList doesn’t contain them. In 

GUI mode it can be used to retrieve the states of the agents, which are refreshed at a 

given frequenzy (GUI_update integer variable). But in Batch mode it’s empty. 

 The setup(), step(), buildModel() functions has their own definition in StatNet 

DS classes, s odont forget to call super.setup(), super.step(), etc. if you are 

overwriting them, otherwise your model will not work. 

5. Random Numbers 

In stochastic ABMs we use controllable random number generators to generate always the 

same random number sequence for a given seed. The use random number generators in a 

distributed system is not trivial. 

In a sequential RePast model, you create a random number generator (like colt’s 

MersenneTwister) in your model and use it from the agents like this: 

generator = MersenneTwister(seed); 

Uniform distribution = new Uniform(generator); 

Usually a random seed is a model parameter as well (see 2. advanced technique: Model 

parameters), so you can control it form GUI interface or parameter file. 

In our system agents cannot reach the master asking for random numbers. Random 

generators will be created at the worker side, one for every worker. Using the StatNet DS you 
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only have to define one seed and the system will create the different and unique 

distributions for different workers, but always the same for the same seed. We modified the 

constructor of MersenneTwister, so it can be used like above (but from the worker), and it 

will result different random distributions for different workers. 

Example code (reach a model parameter, then instantiate a MersenneTwister): 

//from your worker class 

int seed = getIntMasterParameter("someSeedAtMaster") 

generator = new MersenneTwister(seed); 

Uniform distribution = new Uniform(generator); 

An agent asking for a random number in range [1..10] (presume the generator is public and 

global variable of the worker): 

//from your agent class 

int random = getWorker().generator. nextIntFromTo(1,10) 

6. Redefine built-in partitioning 

If you have a good partitioning of your network, or you have your own algorithm for cutting 

purposes, you can redefine our built in heuristic algorithm. You have to overwrite the 

getMapOfPartitions function at the master. It retrieves the network itself as a parameter 

and the number of the partitions to create7. It returns with an int[] array containing the 

partition indexes for every node of the network. 

 Indexes of the array: Nodes are integers in the context of the edge-list network 

representation. See more in TinyModel’s master. 

 Values of the array: The given node what partition belongs to. It is an integer in range 

[1..wantedNumberOfPartition].  

Code (edgeListNetwork[0] contains the number of nodes in the network): 

@Override 

public int[] getMapOfPartitions (int[] edgeListNetwork, int 

wantedNumberOfPartitions ){ 

  int [] result = new int [edgeListNetwork[0]]   

  //your own algorithm   

  return result; 

} 

Tools at hand: sum up table 

In this chapter we’re giving the list of all the functions and fields (defined in superclasses) 

user can call or manipulate using the StatNet DS. Most of the tools were already described in 

previous chapters. 

                                                      
7
 It is dynamic! As many processors you have in your computer cluster, as many partitions you have to cut the 

graph into. This means your algorithm need to be adaptive to the number of processors using the StatNet DS. 
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Name 
call/reach 
from 

Short description 

setState, getState agent 
Built in function manipulating agent states. Convert 
the result into your own State type using the get-ter.  

getWorker agent 
Every agent has a (real) reference to its worker. Reach 
the worker with this method. 

int getID agent 
Returns the global ID of the agent, same as the agent’s 
„place” in the network (in edge-list representation 
every node is an integer) 

getIntMasterParameter 

getDoubleMasterParameter 

getFloatMasterParameter 

getStringMasterParameter 

getMasterParameter 

 

worker 
Reach model parameters from workers. See Advanced 
techniques 2. 

getNeighborStates worker 
Given an agent as a parameter returns an array with 
the states of the neighboring agents. 

startStatNetGUI 

startStatNetBATCH 
all master 

Helpers for running your models.  Callable from Batch 
and GUI main functions. Arguments: an instance of 
your model and the args array of the main function. 

@Override 

atEnd 
all master 

This piece of code will run at the end of your 
simulation. Useful in Batch classes for data-collecting 
purposes. 

@Override 

setup 
all master 

Initializing of the master, for example taking care of 
model parameters. See Advanced techniques 2. Don’t 
forget to call super.setup()! 

@Override 

preStep, postStep 
all master 

Overwriting this, you can place code-snippets just 
before / after the workers (and the agents within) 
have done their steps.  

params (field) all master 
Definition of model parameters. See Advanced 
techniques 2. 

getAgentStates all master 
Retrieving agent states as a HashTable. (keys: ID-s of 
the agents values: states, need to converted into your 
state class).  This function needs heavy network 
communication, calling it frequently may slow down 
your system significantly. 

agentList (field) GUI master 
 

Stores agent states, updated by a given frequency. 

GUI_update (field) GUI master 
 

The update frequency of the agentList. Also the 
update frequency of the display (GUI depends on the 
agentList). 1 means: update in every simulation turn, 
2 means in every second etc. 
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@Override 

getDrawableEdgeClass 
GUI master 
 

User can overwrite the default displayable (red 
colored) edge-class. A new edge class should be 
written, derived from RePast’s 
DefaultDrawableEdge. Then you should return with 
its class. Example: 

return new myEdge().getClass. 

FromPajekNetFile 

GenerateLattice2D 

GenerateRandomNetwork 

GenerateScaleFreeNetwork 

GenerateClusteredNetwork 

EdgeListNetw
orkGenerator 
(all masters) 

Built in network generators See Advanced Techniques 
6. 

@Override 

getMapOfPartitions 
all masters 

User can overwrite the default partitioning algorithm. 
See Advanced techniques 6. 

2 -  Sum-up table of user tools 

Test-run (2 JVMs, local) 

This chapter describes how you can run your model in a local computer, may use the benefit 

of its multiple cores. For how to set-up and use a real ProActive cluster please see the cluster 

setup documentation [8]. 

In our example we running a model using 2 JVMs (if the executing computer has 2 

processors, JVMs will be allocated respectively) . Besides the model 3 files needed: 

 local2.xml – the ProActive descriptor tells the system to deploy 2 JVMs locally 

 proactive.java.policy – the Java policy file (for ProActive) 

 proactive-log4j – the Java log file (for ProActive) 

5- A GUI run of a StatNet DS based model (GUI controls provided by RePast). On the middle there is the network: 
the color of the nodes should be defined implementing the getDrawTypeOfAgent of the master, and usually 
depends on the states of the agents. The small dots on the top left corner of every node indicate which cluster the 
node belongs to. On the top there is the standard RePast control interface to start, step and stop the simulation. 
Ont the right there are the controllable model parameters, see Advanced Techniques 2. On the left side there are 
3 time series created and displayed using standard RePast classes. 
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These files can be found in your download, and we also share their text here, see below. 

The following command (with the proper class-path) will set 1 GB maximum heap for both 

JVM and start the model (file names are highlighted): 

Windows: 

java –cp 

.;lib/statnetds.jar;lib/activation.jar;lib/bouncycastle.jar;lib/fractal.jar

;lib/javassist.jar;lib/log4j.jar;lib/ProActive.jar;lib/xercesImpl.jar;lib/c

olt.jar;lib/plot.jar;lib/repast.jar;lib/trove.jar 

-Djava.security.policy=proactive.java.policy 

-Dlog4j.configuration=file:proactive-log4j -Xmx1024m MyModel local2.xml 

Linux: 

java –cp .:lib/ 

statnetds.jar:lib/activation.jar:lib/bouncycastle.jar:lib/fractal.jar:lib/j

avassist.jar:lib/log4j.jar:lib/ProActive.jar:lib/xercesImpl.jar:lib/colt.ja

r:lib/plot.jar:lib/repast.jar:lib/trove.jar  

-Djava.security.policy=proactive.java.policy 

-Dlog4j.configuration=file:proactive-log4j -Xmx1024m MyModel local2.xml 

The 3 files: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<ProActiveDescriptor xmlns="urn:proactive:deployment:3.3" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="urn:proactive:deployment:3.3 http://www-

sop.inria.fr/oasis/ProActive/schemas/deployment/3.3/deployment.xsd"> 

 <componentDefinition> 

  <virtualNodesDefinition> 

   <virtualNode name="SPACE1" property="unique"/> 

   <virtualNode name="SPACE2" property="unique"/> 

  </virtualNodesDefinition> 

 </componentDefinition> 

 <deployment> 

  <mapping> 

   <map virtualNode="SPACE1"> 

    <jvmSet> 

     <vmName value="Jvm1"/> 

    </jvmSet> 

   </map> 

   <map virtualNode="SPACE2"> 

    <jvmSet> 

     <vmName value="Jvm2"/> 

    </jvmSet> 

   </map> 

  </mapping> 

  <jvms> 

   <jvm name='Jvm1'> 

    <creation> 

     <processReference refid='localJVM'/> 

    </creation> 

   </jvm> 

   <jvm name='Jvm2'> 

    <creation> 

     <processReference refid='localJVM'/> 

    </creation> 

   </jvm> 

  </jvms> 

 </deployment> 

 <infrastructure> 

  <processes> 

local2.xml 
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   <processDefinition id="localJVM"> 

    <jvmProcess 

class="org.objectweb.proactive.core.process.JVMNodeProcess"> 

                                        <jvmParameters><parameter value="-

Dsun.rmi.server.exceptionTrace=true"/></jvmParameters> 

                                </jvmProcess> 

   </processDefinition> 

                         

  </processes> 

 </infrastructure> 

</ProActiveDescriptor> 

 

grant { 

  permission java.security.AllPermission; 

 

  // Reflect access private Members 

  // Used by: 

  //         -Unicore Process 

  permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "accessDeclaredMembers"; 

  permission java.lang.reflect.ReflectPermission "suppressAccessChecks"; 

}; 

 

# the default logging level is INFO 

 

log4j.rootLogger=INFO, A1 

 

#A1 uses PatternLayout 

#and displays the associated message (%m) 

#using the platform dependant separator (%n) 

#Use %M for method names 

#see log4j documentation for details 

 

 

log4j.appender.A1=org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender 

log4j.appender.A1.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout 

log4j.appender.A1.layout.ConversionPattern=%m %n 

#this appender displays :  

# %c : name of logger, 

# %C : name of the class, 

# %M : method name, 

# %L : line number, and the message with the following pattern 

#log4j.appender.A1.layout.ConversionPattern=%c - %C{1}@%M,line %L :%n %m%n 

 

########### Change here default logging level on a  

########### per-logger basis 

########### usage is log4j.logger.className=Level, Appender 

 

log4j.logger.proactive.communication.ssh = DEBUG 

#log4j.logger.proactive.deployment = DEBUG 
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